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Get Ready to Take a  

Step Back in Time! 

This guide will help to prepare you for your field trip to our 

Brookville Environmental Education Center. You and your class will 

be involved in lots of fun activities that will help you understand 

what it may have been like to grow up in Early America. 

 

What will happen on your Field Trip?  
Your bus will arrive at our Nature Center and you will be 
assigned to a group. You and your classmates will be working 
together with one of our naturalists. A naturalist is an outdoor 
educator who has studied many topics about the outdoors. In 
addition to learning about colonial life you will have a great day 
learning about yourself and your classmates. 
         

Don’t forget to dress for the weather and the season! Dressing 
in layers is the best way to make sure you will enjoy your day.                        
          Brookville Environmental Education Center 
 

Why is it called Homestead Ecology? 
From colonial times (late 1600s – 1700s) through 
homesteading days (1800s), early pioneers needed to know a 
lot about their environment in order to survive. During your 
activities, your naturalist will share information about the 
importance of animals and plants and how they were used by 
settlers in their daily life.  
 
They had to know what plants to gather for food and 
medicines, where they grew and when to harvest them. The 
change of seasons affected a pioneer family much more so 
than it does a family living today.  
 

Life as a Homesteader  
Life was hard! Even if you had a specific trade like a blacksmith or a 
candle maker, you also needed to know how to hunt for food and build 
your house, make your own clothes and soap, make and fix your tools 
and farm your land…and the list goes on!  
 
Even something as simple as windows made a huge impact. Can you 
imagine getting a window for your birthday? And being happy about it? 
Read a page from the book by Eric Sloane which is based on the actual 

diary of 15 year old Noah Blake written in 1805 to give you a feeling about life in the early 1800s: 



 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Text and drawings from Diary of an Early American Boy, written 
and illustrated by Eric Sloane 

 

What would your 

house be like with 

just a few 

windows? 

Chapter 1 



 

The Life of an Apprentice 
If you grew up in one of the 13 colonies during the 17th  or 18th centuries, 
only a few lucky children, mostly boys, went to to school to about the age of 
ten. The majority of children went to work!  
 
If you were from a wealthy family, you might have teachers who came to 
your home. And often, you were taught by your parents to do math or to 
read the Bible.  
 
Most children began working by helping out in the garden: children as young 
as age three worked pulling weeds, picking worms or insects off plants, 
planting seeds, and gathering firewood.  
 

  Colonial boys, and even some girls were apprenticed to a   
  craftsman to learn a trade.  Typically, a boy started his  
  apprenticeship at age 14. But some, began as young as six.  
 
  Sometimes a boy's father would pay the master to take   
  on the boy. For some families, it was a way to remove a  
  troublesome son from the household! For other families, it  
  was a way to cut household costs. 
   
  A contract was signed between the Master, the parents and 

the child. The child would live in the Masters house, learn the trade, as well as learn to read, write 
and do sums. The child promised to work hard, be obedient, and loyal.The child also received food 
and clothing for as long as he lived with the Master, which could be as long as ten years.  
 
The apprenticeship  ended when the apprentice created a final project which was presented to the 
Master. If the apprentice had done a good job, they continued to practice with the Master working on 
other more difficult projects. Finally, when the Master was satisfied, he give the apprentice a suit of 
clothes, called a freeman suit, a set of tools, and their independence. 
 
In practice, many American boys were allowed to complete their apprenticeships in four or five years. 
These shorter apprenticeships were permitted at least in part because of the high demand for skilled 
craftspeople in American towns. America was starved for skilled workers and a young man with skills 
could easily find work! 
 
 

 

 

 

During your field trip to our Brookville Environmental Center, you will 

get to see what the job of an apprentice was like.  

Your teacher will have decided on 1 to 3 activities for you to 

experience. See the next page for some information about each one 

 



 

Apple Cider Making (Fall Only):  

 

In colonial times, apples and the juice squeezed or pressed out to 

make cider were very important. It was considered a safe liquid to 

drink unlike the polluted rivers that they had experienced in Europe 

which was due to bad sanitation.  

 

Another product you could make from apple cider was vinegar 

which in turn was used to preserve vegetables and fruits for wintertime. Apple cider was also 

used to make a type of brandy or “applejack.” The alcohol content could also help to preserve 

peaches, plums and cherries or be used to clean wounds or as an anesthesia during surgery! 

 

During the activity, you and your classmates will be using a 

cider press to make cider. It takes time and effort to turn 

apples into cider. Your naturalist may share a song or two 

to make the task easier:  

 

Song 1 (tune of Row Your Boat) 

Grind, grind, grind the apple 

Down the chute they go 

Squishy, squashy, squishy, squashy 

Out the juice will flow. 

 

You will also talk about the different types of apples, and where apples grow. The best part is 

that you will get to sample some cider when you are finished! 

 

Blacksmithing 

 

Every village had a blacksmith who was the center of village activity. The “Smith” made and 

repaired all of the tools and other household items needed by the community. He also worked 

with other craftsmen to make the parts they needed, like the wheels for the carriage maker, 

parts for shipbuilders and the railroads. An 

important part of his work was also shoeing 

horses to protect their hooves on the rough 

roads. When you and your class visit our 

blacksmith shop, you naturalist will prepare  

you for acting as an apprentice.  

Song 2 (tune of I’m a little Teapot) 

I’m a little apple, short and round, 

I make a munchy, crunchy sound 

If you bite into me you will see- 

I’m delicious as can be! 

 

Do you know a family with the last name “Smith?”  

 

They are probably descendants of the many 

blacksmiths and other metal works that provided 

this service in early American towns. 



 

 

 

When entering the Blacksmith Shop, you will need to be 

careful of the “Safety Zone” around the forge. The forge is 

like a fireplace where the blacksmith does their work.  

 

Only the naturalist and the student who is properly 

dressed will be allowed at the forge. You will wear heavy 

leather gloves, a leather apron and safety goggles. 

 

 

Having a very hot coal fire made it possible to 

shape metal by heating it to a molten or melted 

state. In the early days, iron was used but later in 

the mid-1800s, steel was used. One of the first jobs 

you will do as an apprentice is to turn the crank of 

the blower or “squirrel cage” to help add oxygen 

into the fire. Listen carefully to your naturalist for 

instructions on how fast or slow to crank it as 

different parts on your metal project require a 

hotter or cooler fire. 

 

One by one, each of your classmates will come up to the forge to help to work on the project 

for the class. Usually, students make a “fire poker” which is one of the instruments used to 

move logs around in a home fireplace. 

 

The first stanza of a wonderful poem by Henry 

Wadsworth Longfellow is shown at left and describes 

this “mighty man.”  

 

Ask your teacher or librarian to show you the rest of 

the poem – it talks 

about the hard-working 

life of the blacksmith. 

 

 

The Village Blacksmith 

       ~by Henry Wadsworth Longfellow 

Under the spreading chestnut tree 

the village smithy stands; 

The smith, a mighty man is he,  

with large and sinewy hands; 

And the muscles of his brawny arms  

are strong as iron bands. 



 

 

Broom Making  

Brooms have not changed very much in how they are used 
but they have changed in the materials used to make them. 
Early pioneers had dirt floors in the first homes that they built 
and their brooms were often made from a bundle of twigs 
tied to a handle. It was called a “beson” (pronounced BEE-
zum) but it left track marks.  

Benjamin Franklin is credited with planting the first sorghum 
or broomcorn seeds that he got from Europe.  The seeds can 
be eaten and used as cereal or grain for animals. The stiff 
tassel ends of the plant make the perfect material for brooms 
and were similar to the ones we have today.   

Some say that in 1797 it was a farmer, Levi Dickenson 
from Massachusetts who used a bundle of broom corn  
to make a broom for his wife. It worked so well that 
others in the community asked for him to make brooms 
for them, too. But these early broom corn brooms were 
simply tied or woven together, resulting in the fact that 
they often fell apart! It wasn’t until 1810 that broom 
making machines were used and by 1830, over 60,000 
brooms were made each year in shops across America. 

During your Broom making activity, your naturalist will show you and your 
classmates how to make a small whisk broom so that you each get to take 
one back to  
school! 
         
             
Each broom will look  
a little different…               
 
just like the students  
that made them! 
 

 

 

BROOM FOLKLORE  

Traditionally, brooms have been used to sweep away evil  

and bad fortune. New brooms bring good luck.  

 

Housewarming Gift:  A new broom brings good luck and 

harmony to a new home.  

 

Marriage: If a bride and groom hold hands and jump over 

a broom, good luck and fortune will abound in their union.  

 

Fun Fact:  The phrase "flying off the handle" comes from 

broom lore. When women got upset  trying to chase their 

children out of the kitchen so they could get their cooking 

done, a swat from the broom was usually the last resort, 

sending the straw end flying across the room. 

 



 

 

Candle Making   

Candle making was an important facet of colonial life.  Most work 

stopped after sunset with only a few to help fill the darkness of 

night. But the idea of making of candles goes back thousands of 

years to Ancient Egypt (400 B.C.)!  

 

Early candles were usually made from tallow.  Tallow is the fat 

that is boiled down from the 

animals that people hunted or 

raised for meat - sheep, beef, deer, bear, ox and occasionally 

opossum. The colonial family saved the fat (also called suet) 

and these pieces of fat or suet were boiled in water outside 

in a large iron kettle over an open fire.   

 

The melted fat floated to the water’s surface where it was 

skimmed off the top.  This process was called rendering and was usually performed in the fall 

and would require many days of work to obtain enough clear tallow in preparation for actually 

making the candles. Eighty pounds of suet after rendering, could be used to make about 300 

tallow candles or “tallow dips.”  Compared to the candles of today, tallow candles were 

smoky, smelled bad and burned poorly. In a colonial town, a craftsman who made candles was 

called a chandler. He often made soap too, as soap was also made from animal fat. 

 

Early settlers also used bayberry and beeswax.  Bayberry 

plants grow along the Atlantic coast and the berries are 

covered with a pale blue-green wax and were harvested in 

the fall after the first frost.  The berries have a wonderful 

herbal scent and are easily melted down in boiling water.  

These candles burned longer, cleaner, brighter and 

smelled great! But because so many pounds of berries had 

to be collected, these candles were often saved and burned on special occasions. 

 

Beeswax was used to make candles, too. But as you can imagine, 

getting enough beeswax was hard to do and therefore made 

these candles very expensive.  

Beeswax candles 



 

 

Whale oil was also used to create spermaceti wax, which made harder 

candles. It was often used in a candle mold, or added to tallow candles 

to make them harder and burn slower.  But it too, was expensive and 

not always available. Usually only rich people could afford these types 

of candles. 
                  

As a chandler’s apprentice, you and your 

classmates will make hand-dipped taper 

candles and learn more about the history  

and importance of candling in Colonial America. 

 

Do you remember a storm when the lights went out? To help you 

compare life long ago to now, ask your parents if you can have 

dinner tonight by candlelight!  
 

Corn Husk Dolls  
Doll making has been around for centuries! But in ancient times, dolls 

were often made for ceremonies such as to celebrate the harvest or 

birth of a child and not always as children’s play toys. 

 

For most of the early settlers, life was a struggle and many children 

were expected to help take on chores from an early age. There was 

not much time for play! And, many families were not wealthy enough 

to buy toys so they made their own dolls from whatever materials 

were at hand. Dolls were imported from Europe for wealthy colonial 

families, but it wasn’t until the mid-1800s that doll making industries started to appear in 

America.  

 

For many settlers, the most common material was wood and 

so many dolls were made from sticks and branches either tied 

together or carved. 

 

Even a small stump or stick could entertain a child with a good 

imagination!  

 

 

Example of a whale oil lamp 

Early dolls made from wood 

Early whale oil lamp 



 

 

Corn was the second most common material. Colonial families 

grew it, harvested it, ate it, and slept on corn husk mattresses. 

Any material left over could be used for play. 

 

Your naturalist will instruct you on how to make a doll using 

cornhusk.  

 

 

There are many  

directions to follow 

so bring your good 

listening skills!  

 

 

 

 

Outdoor Cooking 

 

Native Americans were excellent farmers. Common crops were Indian corn, beans, peanuts, 

apples, tomatoes, squash, and pumpkin.  The early homesteaders learned to grow and use 

these same crops. 

 

But although there were many types of foods to use, early settlers missed the kinds of foods 

that they had in England and Europe and the ways they had used to prepare them.  For 

example, homesteaders found they no longer had baking powder, granulated sugar or active 

yeast for baking. Many recipes were adapted for living in the New World.  

 

While cooking was certainly done in the home, an 

outdoor fire was often used for large scale cooking 

(roasting and drying meat) and for large scale meals for 

community gatherings and of course while traveling.  

 

 A “Dutch Oven” was a treasured cooking tool for it 

could be hung over the fire for cooking stews and soups 

or buried in the coals to bake cakes or breads as you 

would in an oven. 

The husk is the outer covering 

that surrounds the corn kernels 

 



 

 

Corn was a very important crop for the early settlers.  The 

colonists would sometimes eat corn three times a day during hard 

times.  Although these colonists often ate corn out of necessity, it 

was also used in some delicious recipes.   

 

The homesteaders used the abundant supply of apples in a 

variety of recipes too. Apples often would be sliced and dried for 

use throughout the winter. Apple butter, apple vinegar, apple 

beer and cider and applesauce were important foods.  

 

Your teacher has decided to have your class make one of the following recipes during your 

visit to our Brookville center: 

 

 Hasty Pudding, also known as cornmeal mush, originated with the 
Indians.  They would cook it up and sweeten it with maple syrup.  It was 
the “Fast Food” of its time because even though it took some time to 
cook compared to our world of microwave cooking, this dish was 
simple to make and it was easy to bring the ingredients along while 
traveling. Hasty Pudding is mentioned in a verse of the Revolutionary 
War tune, “Yankee Doodle.”  

Father and I went down to camp 
Along with Captain Goodin 

And there we saw the men and boys 
As thick as hasty puddin’ 

 

 Johnny Cakes were also known as Journey Cakes, Shawnee Cakes and even Hoecakes. 
These corn flatbreads are similar to tortillas. Folklore tells us that the name hoecakes came 
about because the farmer’s hoe for tilling the soil was used as a griddle for cooking the 
flatbread when he was out working in the field. 

 

 Cornbread can also be made on an outdoor cooking fire using the “Dutch oven” to allow it 
to bake in the hot coals. Early cornbread was typically not made with sugar as it was very 
expensive for the homesteader. Instead, honey or maple syrup would be used to sweeten 
the bread. 
 

Fire Safety will be very important during this activity. Tending the fire and supplying enough 
wood for a family’s fire was often the job of the children in the household. Your naturalist will 
ask you to also help collect tinder and kindling while you wait for your cake or bread to cook.   

 
             



 

 

Pioneer Construction: The Log Cabin 

 

“What was it like to live in a log cabin? 

Picture a space no larger than your living room. Fill most of 

one end with a stone fireplace. Add two small windows and a 

door to the south. Lay rough boards across the beams to 

make a loft and put down split logs for the floor. Arrange a 

few pieces of furniture around the room-a table in the center, 

a chest, some straight chairs or stools, a trunk, a low rocking 

chair, and a bed in one corner. Shelves will hold the dishes. 

 

The "family" probably will be a large one. First, we see "Ma" and "Pa" and their three children. 

There are, also, Ma's sister and her husband and their two children with a third on the way. 

Pa's brother and his wife and their two are going to stay while the men are building cabins for 

the other families. For good measure, we should include a grandparent or a maiden aunt. We 

won't count the visiting preacher because he will move on in a week or two.” 
~From: Life in a Log Home by Onieta Fisher 

Have you ever played with “Lincoln Logs?” Then you know that 

the logs stay together at the corners without nails! Just as in 

these toy models, notches and saddles were cut into the logs 

so that they fit exactly.  

Large wooden pegs were used 
to secure the logs if needed 
and for the frames of the door and windows. Hangers for 
clothing or harness were made by putting a peg into a hole in 
the wall, or a forked stick in a handy place.   

 

Open spaces and cracks in the walls were “chinked” with long 
wedges split from logs. Clay and sand or grass mixtures were plastered over them to keep 
most of the weather outside. 

 

A loft was made for sleeping with a ladder to reach it because 
stairs took up space.  The floor was either dirt or rough cut 
split logs with cracks and spaces filled with dirt – keeping the 
cabin even half-way clean was a constant struggle! 
 

Abraham Lincoln’s Birthplace 



 

 

 

During the Log Cabin activity at our Environmental Education Center, you and your classmates 

will get to explore our Log Cabin. It was built by college students almost 35 years ago! 

 

You will also get to try some of the tools that would have been used to build a log cabin: 

 A drawknife is used to strip the bark off the logs. Many types of bugs liked to live between 

the hardwood and the inner bark of the tree – if you didn’t do this important step in 

preparing your logs, you could have bugs living in your house before you even moved in! 

 A gouge is a type of chisel and was used to help form the notches for the logs to get them 

to fit tight. 

 Using a two-person saw takes teamwork! It was this type of saw that was used to trim the 

logs to the same size. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                  

             

             

We hope you will enjoy going back in time  

during your day with us in your study of  

Homestead Ecology! 

 

 

 

 

 

Using a drawknife Using a gouge 
Using a two person saw 
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